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MUSEUM OF LONDON
DIGITAL DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY BRINGS FICTION TO LIFE

Digital media is widely used in museums today, presenting
exhibits to today’s technology savvy public in a way which
inspires, stimulates and entertains. At its latest exhibition,
the Museum of London employs projection and LCD display
technology from NEC to bring to life the backdrop of Victorian
London which plays stage to the fictional character of Sherlock
Holmes. NEC videowall technology keeps visitors engaged for a
fully immersive Sherlock Holmes experience.
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fully immersive Sherlock Holmes experience.

“We identified NEC videowall display equipment
as the best technology solution for this part of the

“Sherlock Holmes is as popular on screen as he

exhibition, which will also be the final section and the

is on the page so the exhibition needed a strong

one that all our visitors will leave talking about,” says

audio-visual presence,” explains lead curator Alex

Rebecca Gilmore, exhibitions project manager at the

Werner. “We wanted a memorable conclusion to the

Museum of London.

exhibition, one that played on Sherlock’s immortality;
that Conan Doyle didn’t succeed in killing off his

“The use of a large videowall in an enclosed space

most famous character.”

enables us to create a dramatic, engaging and

immersive experience for our visitors,” explains Alex

“From the outset, working with the Museum of

well as helping to show some of the best loved films

Werner. “They are with Holmes in the torrent and roar

London has been a complete privilege due to their

and areas of London in which his adventures are set.

of the Reichenbach Falls, whilst the accompanying

professionalism at every step,” says Jonathan

Fulfilling our role as Technology Partner has indeed

soundscape, using excerpts from ‘The Final Problem’

Cooper, business development manager for NEC

been a highlight for NEC this year!”

and ‘The Empty House’, carry the visitor through the

Display Solutions. “To be approached to work on

fateful plunge and how Holmes manages to survive.”

an exhibition about such an iconic figure was very

The exhibition opened on 17 October 2014, running

exciting and a strong partnership was quickly formed.

until 12 April 2015, tickets are available now from

Our display technology complements the many

The Museum of London.

THE RESULTS

artefacts showcasing Sherlock Holmes’ character as
Patrick Ibbotson, corporate and donor relations
officer at the Museum of London commented,
“Visitor response to the exhibition has been positive
and people are responding to the audio-visual
exhibits. One visitor has noted that their ‘favourite
exhibit’ was the videowall installation, saying that
it was ‘innovative, creative and it took my breath
away… you genuinely feel as though you are in one
of the Holmes stories’. Another visitor tweeted us
to say that they ‘could have stayed in the Sherlock
Holmes Reichenbach falls installation all day –

INSTALLATION INFORMATION

mesmerising’.“

SITE INFORMATION

DISPLAY EQUIPMENT

SECTOR

16 x 46” MultiSync® X464UN LED backlit videowall displays

Museum & Leisure

5 x OPS Slot in PC

CLIENT INFORMATION

21 x 21.5” MultiSync® EA224WMi

Museum of London

1 x 40” MultiSync® X401S

INTEGRATION PARTNER

9 x 42” MultiSync® V423

21st Century AV

1 x PX750U with short throw lens
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September 2014
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